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Clark , who was also involved in the design of the Ford Mustang. The Capri went on to be a
highly successful car for Ford, selling nearly 1. A wide variety of engines were used in the Capri
throughout its production lifespan, which included the Essex and Cologne V6 at the top of the
range, whilst the Kent straight-four and Taunus V4 engines were used in lower specification
models. Although the Capri was not officially replaced, the second-generation Probe was
effectively its replacement after the later car's introduction to the European market in The
intention was to reproduce in Europe the success Ford had had with the North American Ford
Mustang : to produce a European pony car. The car was named Colt during its development
stage, but Ford was unable to use the name, as it was trademarked by Mitsubishi. To help
achieve that, it was available with a variety of engines. The British and German factories
produced different line-ups. The continental model used the Ford Taunus V4 engine in 1. The
Ford Essex V4 engine 2. Under the new body, the running gear was very similar to the Cortina.
The rear suspension employed a live axle supported on leaf springs with short radius rods. The
initial reception of the car was broadly favourable. In the same review Vicar summed up the car
as follows: "Perhaps with a bit of work it can be given road-holding and performance less like
an American car and more like a European one". The range continued to be broadened, with
another 3. Ford began selling the Capri in the Australian market in May [8] and in April it was
released in the North American and South African markets. The South African Models initially
used the Kent 1. An exception, though, was the Perana manufactured by Basil Green Motors
near Johannesburg, which was powered first by a 3. They carried no "Ford" badging, as the
Capri was sold by only Lincoln-Mercury dealers with the Mercury division handling sales and
promoted to U. The Capri was sold in Japan with both the 1. Sales were handled in Japan by
Kintetsu Motors, then an exclusive importer of Ford products to Japan. The 2. The RS also
received modified suspension, a close ratio gearbox, lightened bodywork panels, ventilated
disc brakes and aluminium wheels. It was only available in vista orange and was optional dealer
fitted with a Ford Rally Sport boot mounted spoiler and rear window slats â€” a direct link to the
Mustang. The Special also had some additional standard extras such as a push-button radio,
fabric seat upholstery, inertia reel seat belts, heated rear screen and black vinyl roof. One of the
last limited editions of the original Mk I, was a version that came in either metallic green or black
with red interior and featured some additional extras, such as cloth inserts in the seats, hazard
lights, map reading light, opening rear windows, vinyl roof and for the first time a bonnet bulge
was fitted to the sub This special edition was only available with a 1. The Capri proved highly
successful, with , cars sold in its first two years. Ford revised it in It received new and more
comfortable suspension, enlarged tail-lights replacing the one sourced from the Escort Mk1 and
new seats. Larger headlamps with separate indicators were also fitted, [12] with quad
headlamps now featured on the GXL model. In the UK the 2. In , the Capri saw the highest sales
total it would ever attain, at , vehicles: the 1,,th Capri, an RS , was completed on 29 August.
These modifications made the RS very stable at high speeds but several reviews also
complained about its rough ride. On 25 February , [21] the Capri II was introduced. After 1. This
made it the first Ford to feature a hatchback, at a time when the hatchback was becoming
increasingly popular in Europe after first being patented by Renault in the mids. By the
standards of the mid s, the Capri II was a very well evolved vehicle with very few reliability
issues. For Germany the Capri now offered 1. Although it was mechanically similar to the Mark I,
the Capri II had a revised, larger body and a more modern dashboard and a smaller steering
wheel. Larger front disc brakes, a standard alternator and a front air-dam on all S models
finished the list of modifications. Sales of the Capri continued in Japan as it remained compliant
with Japanese government dimension regulations, but sales were not as successful as the
previous generation. Available only in black or white, the JPS featured yards of gold pinstriping
to mimic the Formula 1 livery, gold-coloured wheels, and a bespoke upgraded interior of beige
cloth and carpet trimmed with black. In May , and with sales decreasing, the intermediate 3. In
October , the only UK plant producing Capris, Ford's Halewood plant stopped production, and
all production of the Capri was moved to the Cologne and Saarlouis factories in Germany, and
the Genk factory in Belgium. The concept of a heavily facelifted Capri II was shown at the
Geneva show: a Capri II with a front very similar to the Escort RS with four headlamps and black
slatted grille , and with a rear spoiler , essentially previewed the model some time before launch.
The new styling cues, most notably the black "Aeroflow" grille first used on the Mk I Fiesta and
the "sawtooth" rear lamp lenses echoed the new design language being introduced at that time
by Ford of Europe's chief stylist Uwe Bahnsen across the entire range. In addition, the Mk III
featured improved aerodynamics, leading to improved performance and economy over the Mk II,
and the trademark quad headlamps were introduced. The bonnet's leading edge was pulled
down over the top of the headlamps, making the appearance more aggressive. At launch the
existing engine and transmission combinations of the Capri II were carried over, with the 3. Ford

began to focus their attention on the UK Capri market as sales declined, realising the car had
something of a cult following there. Although expensive and slow selling these proved that the
press would enthusiastically cover more developed Capris with higher performance. However,
the rise in popularity of "hot hatchbacks" and sports saloons during the early s saw demand for
affordable sports car fall throughout Europe. Several of its competitors had already been
discontinued without a direct replacement, most notably British Leyland's MG B which was not
directly replaced when the Abingdon factory which produced it was closed in Vauxhall had
launched coupe versions of its MK1 Cavalier in but when the MK2 Cavalier was launched in
there were no coupe versions. Renault did not replace its Fuego coupe which was discontinued
in Despite being the most popular sporting model in Britain for most of its production life, the
third generation Capri was also one of the most stolen cars in Britain during the s and early s,
being classified as "high risk" of theft in a Home Office report. The 3. On 30 November
production of Capris for the European market ceased, from then on it would only be produced
in right-hand drive form for the British market. Ford had decided not to launch a direct
successor to the Capri, as it did not feel that demand for affordable coupes in Europe was
sufficient enough for a new Capri to be developed. Ford was, however, enjoying success with
high performance versions of the Fiesta, Escort and Sierra, which appealed mostly to buyers
who might have been expected to buy a Capri before Ford made a return to the coupe market in
Europe when the American built Probe was made available to European buyers from This car
was less successful, and was withdrawn after just three years. Its successor, the Cougar , was
also built in the States but was only imported to Europe for two years after its launch. The
smaller Puma , produced from to , was more successful, but Ford did not replace it directly,
instead launching faster versions of the Fiesta and Focus hatchbacks soon after the Puma's
demise. The Puma was the last coupe that Ford has produced for the European market until the
American built Mustang was introduced in both right and left hand drive and sold in both
Europe and the UK. For the model year, the Essex 3. The new model was the first regular model
since the RS to use fuel injection. The Capri 2. The four-speed gearbox was replaced with a
five-speed unit early on â€” at the same time Ford swapped the dated looking chequered seats
for more luxurious looking velour trim. A more substantial upgrade was introduced in with the
Capri Injection Special. This development used half leather seating and included a limited slip
differential. Externally the car could be easily distinguished by seven spoke RS wheels without
the customary "RS" logo since this was not an RS vehicle and colour-coded grille and
headlamp surrounds. At the same time the 2. The 1. By the model year - the Capri's final year on
sale - the range had been rationalised even further to just the 1. They used a special glassfiber
wide bodykit made by Fibresports, larger ventilated front disc brakes retaining the standard
drums at the rear, Bilstein gas filled rear dampers and front struts used with single rear leaf
springs to maximize efficiency of the dampers, an "anti-dive kit", a Salisbury limited slip
differential LSD and a choice of two performance upgrades for Essex V6 3. The X-pack was also
equipped with a wing as standard and it also featured unique 7,5 x 13 inch wheels for which the
special bodykit was made and a free flowing performance exhaust system with distinctive
flattened rear ends. The X Pack was also available in mainland Europe between and where it
was marketed as the 3. The engine was based on a normally aspirated carburetor equipped 2.
Figures of around produced examples are common, but numbered transmission tunnels
possibly indicate conversions were made. The Tickford Capri used a turbocharged 2. Rear disc
brakes were standard on the Tickford, which featured numerous other suspension
modifications. This model was essentially rebuilt by hand by Tickford at approximately hours
per car. It sold only 80 units. One problem was the relative price difference to the standard Capri
Injection, with the Tickford version costing twice as much. The Tickford Capri pricing issues
meant that Ford also sanctioned the Turbo Technics conversion as semi-official, although only
the German RS and British Tickford ever appeared in Ford literature as official Ford products.
From November onwards, the Capri was sold only in Britain, with only right hand drive cars
being made from this date. The normally aspirated 1. The very last Laser Capri came off the line
in November , painted in a unique "Mercury Grey" colour. This car was registered on 8 May in
Sussex and is to be in a collection of classic cars in Gillingham Kent. Ford originally intended to
make turbo charged vehicles by Turbo Technics complete with gold alloy wheels and name it
the Capri but a change of production planning meant a name change to Capri as the cars were
simply the last models that ran down the production line. A total of 1, Capri s were built. There
was no direct successor to the Capri, as Ford felt that there was not adequate demand for a car
of this type in Europe to justify a direct replacement; Capri sales had been declining since , with
faster versions of more practical hatchbacks and saloons becoming popular at the expense of
sports cars. British Leyland , for instance, had taken the decision not to replace its MG and
Triumph sports cars on their demise at the beginning of the s due to falling popularity, instead

concentrating on mostly MG-badged versions of hatchbacks and saloons like the Metro and
Montego , while Ford had enjoyed strong sales of its faster versions of the Fiesta , Escort and
Sierra in the run-up to the Capri's demise. When the last Capri was made on 19 December at the
Ford factory in Cologne, 1,, Capris had rolled off the production lines. Sales continued through
and , with the last being registered on 20 November registration mark G NGP making it also the
only G-reg Capri, and the next-to-last Capri to have been registered â€” though it is estimated
that there are 3 Capri s that have never been registered, one of them being a HP Turbo Technics
conversion, and two standard cars. All were German-produced. Full instrumentation wasn't
available on â€”72 four-cylinder models but was made standard equipment from on. An optional
interior decor package, changed by name to the "Ghia" package for the Capri II, featured deluxe
interior trim and features. The model had the federally mandated 2. The bumper was extended,
the gap closed with a silver filler panel. In , an 'S' JPS special edition featured black or white
paint with gold-coloured wheels, gold pin-striping, and upgraded two-tone interior in beige and
black. Due to late production of Capri IIs, there were no models sold in the US Lincoln-Mercury
dealerships had an inventory of leftover models during the model year as seen on TV
advertisements. An optional three-speed automatic transmission a Ford Cruise-o-Matic C4, also
shared with the Pinto was made available with the I4 engine. In â€”73, the I4 became the
standard engine, and an OHV 2. The I4 was dropped. For , new engines were usedâ€”the OHC 2.
Capri sales had slid considerably by the time of the introduction of the Capri II, and the high
price contributed to ending sales of German-built Capris in the US. In , no longer importing the
Ford Capri, but capitalising on the model's positive image, Mercury dealers began selling a new
Capri that was a restyled derivative of the Fox-bodied Ford Mustang and was produced until
Mercury introduced yet another Capri in , but this was a Mazda-based two-seat, front-wheel
drive convertible. On 25 February , the GT was launched, equipped with the 3. In November ,
production of the Capri ended in Australia, with a total of 14, vehicles having been assembled.
Neither the Mk. Ford Australia concentrated its sales efforts on other UK sourced products,
namely the Escort and Cortina sedans. From to Ford Australia reused the Capri name for an
unrelated two-door convertible sports car, coded the SA The new model was exported to the
United States, where it was marketed as the Mercury Capri. A small portion were sold in
Australia. Ford of South Africa assembled the Capri from to late with a similar model range to
the UK. No facelift models or RS variants were marketed in South Africa. The Essex V6 was the
most common engine, as it was assembled locally â€” the Pinto "four" was not installed. The
four and three-litre V6 were also available. These models were known as the Capri Perana and
were very successful in local touring car events, winning the South African championship and,
in a different format, the championship as well. Klaus Ludwig subsequently won the title. The
car retained very little of the Capri, the roof and pillars as well as some parts of the rear end.
Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British Isles are shown, overseas territories
often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the
European Ford Capri built between and For the Australian car, see Ford Capri Australia. For
other uses, see Ford Capri disambiguation. For other uses, see capri disambiguation. This
article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. See also: Mercury Capri. Main article: Ford Capri Australia. See also: Zakspeed.
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Wikimedia Commons. Ford Probe Ford Puma. Mid-size sports car. FR layout. Pinto TL16G I4.
Pinto TL16H I4. Pinto TL16L I4. Pinto TL20H I4. Germany: Saarlouis , Cologne. Pinto TL16L.
Pinto TL16H. Pinto TL16G. Pinto TL20H. Zakspeed , Ford Motorsport. Alloy tube structure with
alloy sheet floorplan, bonded to kevlar bodypanels. Alloy rear axle, radius locating arms, Watts
linkage, titanium concentric coil spring, gas dampers. Goodyear Klaus Ludwig , Jochen Mass.
Races Wins Poles Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford Capri. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Mercury Capri. Fiesta I. Fiesta II. Small family car. Anglia E. Escort I. Escort
II. Escort III. Large family car. Consul II. Cortina I. Cortina II. Ford Taunus P1. Taunus P4. Taunus
P6. Executive car. Taunus P2. Taunus P3. Taunus P5. Taunus P7a. Taunus P7b. Granada II.
Zephyr I. Zephyr II. Zodiac I. Zodiac II. Zodiac III. Consul Capri. Capri I. Capri II. Capri III. Transit I.
Transit II. City car. Fiesta IV. Fiesta V. Fiesta III. Fiesta VI. Fiesta VII. Escort Vb. Escort VI. Focus
I. Focus II. Focus III. Focus IV. Sierra I. Sierra II. Mondeo I. Mondeo II. Mondeo III. Mondeo IV.
Scorpio II. Sports car. Mustang VI. Small SUV. Medium SUV. Maverick I. Maverick II. Kuga I.
Kuga II. Kuga III. Large SUV. Explorer Hybrid. Compact MPV. C-MAX I. Large MPV. S-MAX I.
Galaxy I. Galaxy II. Galaxy III. Courier III. Courier IV. Transit Courier. Transit Connect I. Transit
Connect II. Transit Custom. Transit III. Transit IV. Transit V. Transit VI. Ranger I. Ranger II.
Ranger III. National Parts Depot continues to offer the best restoration parts available for your
Ford Bronco. Our unmatched commitment to providing quality parts for your Ford Bronco is
what sets us apart from our competitors. When the details matter, trust NPD's knowledgable
staff to guide you to the right part at the right price
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. Whether it be replacement Ford Bronco parts, restoration Ford Bronco quality parts, or
concours Ford Bronco quality restoration parts; we have it and in stock. Like you, we live and
breath the restoration hobby and take great pride in helping restore our American History. From
correct emblems and decals to seat upholstery and sheet metal, NPD has everything you need.
With our huge selection of Ford Bronco parts, there is no need to go anywhere else for your
Bronco parts needs. Our inventory is constantly expanding, ensuring that we provide you with
the largest, most up to date selection of Ford Bronco parts available. NPD has your project
covered from start to finish. We carry Ford Bronco parts for , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
and models. Thank you for considering National Parts Depot as your supplier of great
restoration parts and accessories. All Vehicle Years Toggle navigation. Year Filter All Years
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